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Odyssey trophy guide

In the PS4 Adventure Game Assassin's Creed Odyssey you can open a total of 84 trophies (all DLCs included). In this trophy guide we show you all the trophies and their missions. Below you will find all the trophies as well as tips and collectibles. You'll definitely find everything to do with the y'all here! You'll first find a table with a brief overview. The second
you find a detailed list of all the trophies, descriptions, trophy guides and much more! If you're looking for a complete overview of all the trophies and achievements or other puzzle solutions, here's our Assassin's Creed Odyssey 100% tutorial. Trophy Guide I Believe Odyssey Estimated Platinum Time: 60-70 Hours Total Cups: 51 (1,2,12,59) Offline Trophies:
51 Online Cups: 0 Cups Miss: 1 – Aphrodite's Adopt Playthroughs Minimum 1 Assassin's Creed Odyssey 100% Trophies #1 – Play the Story (40 Hours) Just Play Assassin's Creed Odyssey to the End, no matter what difficulty you prefer. None of the trophies will be affected by the level of difficulty. To play ac odyssey once you will need about 40-50 hours.
Why is it taking so long to finish the game? The reason is that there are big breaks between the main journeys. In between you have to play other tasks for XP (message board, invitations, etc.). Pay attention to the Aphrodite hug (spend the night with another character), as this task can be missed, but there are many ways to do it. #2 – Complete all questlines
related to the Trophy there are 5 Questlines tied to trophies:: Master of Hunting: Complete the Girls of artemis aspiration line. &gt;Everyone benefits. Trust me, I'm a doctor, complete the Hippocratic search line: pirate life for me: Xenia's journey line is full. Going for Gold: Complete the Olympic journey line. #3 – Find all sub-areas and underwater locations for
Hermes Homie you need to locate all the sub-areas and discover the map completely, which includes all the small islands. If you do this, you can simultaneously visit all 42 underwater locations to save travel time. The map is really huge and it will take a few hours to reveal everything. Epic CycleEarn all trophy. - The end of odyssey-- chapter 9 + even. The
island was completed with 20 quests on Pepka, Obsidian and Abaantis Islands. Going for Gold to complete the Olympic journey line. This search series automatically launches in sequence 7, here are all the details. Legacy restored Your Spear Upgrade to Tier 6. The cult released all the cults of Cosmos. There are 42 cults, from the third chapter you open
the sectarian menu. Here you will find all the cults, clues and whereabouts . Taking back Athens Chapter 8. Poseidon's child has completed all the purposes of the underwater location. There are a total of 42 locations, here you find these locations. I'm Legend 1 Legendary Scuffle And five pieces of legendary armor. Aren't you entertaining? Be the ring
champion. The Sea Lord skillfully upgrades the adrenastia. The Argonauts team Adastia with legendary deputies. One head down... Defeat an entire group of cosmos cults. Half-to-reach level 50. Divine power will ease active capability at level 3. It's Sparta! Complete the battle of 300. Odyssey in Completion Episode 1. Past Mistakes Completion Chapter 2. -
The evil that was revealed - Season 3, Episode 3 - The Brilliant Minds completed Chapter 4 of The Ashes Whole Episode 5. Democracy Falls- Chapter 6 Legend in Chapter 7. Make it yourself.Buckle up your first item You work for me nowRecruit and assign the legendary NPC for your ship. You will find the legendary NPC in hostile fortresses, send your
eagle away. Here you can find all the details. Brilliant! Purchase and equip your first legendary item. At the top of the food chain will be the first mercenary, smelly eyes, cover the eye of a fierce cyclops in Kefalonia. You can do this task if you're fighting Cyclops, after the cuts. Where exactly the eye is, you're here it goes for details. Homei-Unveil of Hermes in
all sub-regions of Greece. In Perseus's image, you'll be sobering up a jellyfish. Maze victory! Defeat the Minotaur. An eye on the prize will be discussed on the Cyclops. Replace the Sphinx. Here we explain everything to you about the questions and answers of the Sphinx puzzle. The Lord of the Hunt to complete the Artemis girls' journey line. You have to kill
seven legendary animals. To defeat everything you need to reach at least level 42+. All the details and tips, right here. Everyone benefits from completing Marcus' journey line, Marco's journey begins with a side journey, a business opportunity on the island of Kos. You must release Marcus from a cage where the search marker is located. All the details, right
here. Believe me, I'm a doctor, completing the Hippocratic search line. This travel series launches Boeotia, for a detailed explanation, click here. Pirate life for me. The search series includes finding different treasure maps, starting with Chapter 7. Here you will find a detailed explanation and all locations. The touch of the Aegean Sea will suckle your first epic
ship. Bloodsports.Mercenary in the arena harder, better, faster, strongerUpgrade Adrestia for the first time. Kreidkweep's fashion legendary armor set. A hug of Aphrodite will spend the night with another character. During certain travel dialogues you can choose lines of dialogue with Heart-Icon about them. Always pick them, they'll lead to novels. For a
detailed guide, click here. Discovery from birth at Atlantis and talk to Pythagoras. You get this task automatically during a game, but if you still have problems finding Atlantis, here's the solution. Battering speed will expose a ship to two. An overpowering attack with any kind of weapon. Masterkill War the leader of every low-resourced region, except Megaris.
You must completely clear the level of the region and kill the leader. Find out all the details here. Misthios in training complete 20 awards, war contracts, or maritime missions from bulletin boards. Notoriously shown your bhanti to the maximum level. Hero for HireWin Your first battle for land conquest in any region (except Megaris on a hero's journey). The
Rage of The Hammonds will tackle a ship while it has a crew of women. Midas TouchEngrave legendary item with legendary effect. The show must continue to end the show. Lightning Rod-Pen-Eat drops the lightning bringer. Divine intervention. Divine intervention completed volcanic sunscreenDefeat Arges clarified the image of faith and their image of faith.
Leia's daughters have completed Leia's daughters. This trophy is not currently available. This trophy is not currently available. This trophy is not currently available. This trophy is not currently available. This trophy is not currently available. This trophy is not currently available. Legacy of the first blade DLC Cups Predator PreyKill all fine ancients of the
hunters in Makedonia. A lone lion kills the Maxdonic lion. Without TraceKill 10 enemies using death veil capability. Legacy's beginnings have discovered the truth about Darius' past. Break the border of the earth and assassinate the panic that chains four times with the pride of the lion. Legacy Blade First Episode 2 DLC Cups StormcullerKill all the ancients
fine storm in Achaia. Rain arrowsKill's 10 enemies using rapid-fire capability. Fire on WaterSet 10 enemy ships on fire. Perry to CarryHeal by befriending the lion 10 times. Grow up as a family. First Blade Legacy: Episode 3 DLC Trophies see RedKill 10 enemies using the fury of dynasty ability. Bittersweet beginnings sure your lineage of sniper and rib
surgery by getting 10 head shooting kills while you have the gold harbinger fitted. The Kingmaker purchased the Sword of Kings for the love of persiaAll ancients in the Order of the Dominion in the Stock Destiny of Atlantis: Chapter 1 DLC Ancestral Trophies: The Human Race Odyssey Cup / Achievement Guide Huge amount of time : 50A small number of
playthroughs needed: 1 Count of trophies to miss: 0Dos Difficulty Influencing Trophies: NoAncestors The Humankind Odyssey Cup Human Odyssey Guide is a third-person action game set 2-10 million years ago developed by Panache Digital Games, which includes industry veterans behind assassin's Creed franchise. If my guide was helpful Please click on
the link below to register and support my YouTube channel! me on Twitter - you got all the trophies. Real Hero – You saved the boy! Story Related House Builder – You have established a new settlement for your tribe. A true leader! A related story and a mykori huminade! - Bravely, you have conquered your fears many times and expanded the territory of
your tribe. In order to calm your monkey, you will need to scan your surroundings to get to know him more. This is done using the Intelligence button. Then, use Focus to identify all the items in your environment. Continue this process until you see 2 abs around you. One will be white, the other will be blue and white. Blue and white is where you came from, to
conquer your fear, towards a white ball. Once you get to it you will have the option to conquer your fear. You have to do it a total of five times. Genetic Manipulation – You have developed 2% of your Network.Story related! - You're an Apex predator now! You killed all possible predators. Link to Reddit map!!! Ancestral Map from His Ancestors[0:14] Eagle
Bateleur 2,3,5[1:28] Thorbjarnarson's Crocodile 23[2:27] Gold Machairodus All Regions [2:56] Black Machairodus All Regions [3:26] White Machairodus 2 6 – 38[4:04] Painted just before &amp; after Savannah [4:48] Black Jackal backed 61 62 63[5:52] Mi'an Pelican 64 65 66 67 68Millenium Man – Your pedigree has reached the era of Orrorin Tugensis. You
should have reached 7.1 million years agoArdi – your genealogy came from the Ardipithecus Ramidus era. You should have reached 5.3 million years agoLucy – your experiences came to the era of Australopithecus Afarensis. You should have reached 3.8 million years ago Taung Boy – the end of your time came the Australopithecus Africanus era. You
should have reached 2.4 million years ago, Miss I! Miss Lee! - You successfully evaded Machredus' attack twice. One small step per person – you have opened the ability to walk on two legs. Everything you can eat – you have developed the end of your time, so now you can assimilate nutrients from all kinds of food. Legacy – Your defense experience has
evolved to become the most advanced species in the ancestors: The Human Race Odyssey.You should have reached 2.0 million years ago if you found my guide helpful then please click on the link below to register and support my YouTube channel! me on Twitter
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